Technical Memorandum
The continued population growth in the region through 2015 is not expected to result in the need for
new planning tools or additional land capacity. Rather, the increased military population is expected to
exacerbate the planning challenges currently felt. The following key land use and environmental policy
needs have been identified through a review of existing conditions and stakeholder input:
1. Coordination among local, regional, and military planners.
2. Consistently recognize JBLM as a center of regional significance.
3. Direct military growth to higher density areas.
4. Land use compatibility with JBLM operations.
5. Prairie lands preservation related to military encroachment.
These needs, potential opportunities, and their associated strategies are described below.
1. Need for Coordination among Local, Regional, and Military Planners
There is a disconnect in local community, regional, and military planning efforts, whereby land use
planning of JBLM, many local jurisdictions, Pierce and Thurston Counties, and the two regional
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) are often conducted without consistent or meaningful
input from one another. According to local community planners, the JBLM Master Plan was conducted
without input from neighboring jurisdictions. It has also been said that the Nisqually River is where local
and county communications stop and that the differing approaches of Thurston Regional Planning
Council (TRPC) and the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) do not allow for consistent growth
management. A structure or process is needed to allow for the collaboration of JBLM and community
planners to achieve common goals related to accommodating military growth, such as adequate
housing, travel demands, proper utility servicing, amenities related to quality of life, and other regional
interests. Currently, inaccurate military population and employment data in local plans threaten the
proper servicing of vital community infrastructure in the region.
Coordination is a common need expressed in all of the sector analyses of this planning effort and will be
a key factor in ensuring “resilient” communities. In fact, one stakeholder emphasized:
“if a jurisdictional coordination [structure] were to be fully implemented, many common issues
would have a forum for discussion and potential resolution. That would be a great
accomplishment.”
Potential Opportunities and Strategies
This identified need represents an opportunity to establish a new regional or adapt the existing
leadership to coordinate and collaborate with JBLM and ensure planning consistency and information
sharing. The following coordination strategies can be considered through this mechanism:
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1.1.

Create an information sharing agreement/system to alert communities when projected
population fluctuations may occur.

1.2.

Create a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to provide a basis for consistency,
expectations, and a continued relationship for the implementation of this plan, even
through staff turnover. An MOU can address what and how information updates will be
shared, methods of communication when issues develop, and a process(s) to resolve them,
to name just a few.

1.3.

Identify JBLM staff available to testify at local public hearing(s) on regulatory or policy
proposals.

1.4.

Develop policies that help JBLM and the surrounding communities collaborate and support
each other in developing partnerships and acquiring funding from local, state, and federal
sources for transportation infrastructure projects that serve urban areas and support
commute trips to and from the base.

1.5.

Hold annual forums between JBLM and the community planners. JBLM is seen as the best
central point to schedule an annual forum, and it would be the responsibility of the
communities to participate.

1.6.

JBLM could identify appropriate staff for local jurisdictions to contact if seeking information
about military activity/information.

1.7.

Explore methods for temporary municipal revenue sharing during shifts in population.

1.8.

Collaboratively monitor housing and land use capacity and levels of service related to
deployment and growth surges.

2. Consistently Recognize JBLM as a Center of Regional Significance
Regional growth strategies, comprehensive plans, and zoning codes are in place at the county and city
levels to guide new development into existing areas planned for urban growth. Stakeholders agree that
current plans underestimate JBLM’s regional importance associated with its operations, growth,
employment, benefits, and impacts. Consistent policy direction should encourage improved community
planning efforts to support JBLM as a major employment generator and help facilitate complimentary
land use planning around it.
JBLM is also a major economic center that requires coordinated planning efforts among JBLM and
surrounding jurisdictions to ensure a balance between serving the needs of those on base with off‐base
impacts. For example, the planned Freedom’s Crossing lifestyle center will provide quality of life benefits
to those on base; however, an on‐base development of that scale may have significant off‐base impacts
with respect to traffic generation, competition with off‐base businesses, and potentially reduced sales
tax income for local jurisdictions. Cooperative planning efforts between JBLM and local jurisdictions
should investigate the nature and extent of any such impacts and collaborate where appropriate.
Potential Opportunities and Strategies
2.1.

Address JBLM growth and planning efforts in PSRC and TRPC regional growth strategies.
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2.2.

Incorporate background text and policies addressing military activities and operations in the
land use element of local comprehensive plans. Develop bulleted recommendations for local
jurisdictions to incorporate into the Pierce and Thurston County Countywide Planning
Policies.

2.3.

Incorporate provisions in Countywide Planning Policies that address/acknowledge the
interaction between military operations and local land use development. Develop bulleted
policy recommendations for local jurisdictions to incorporate into their local comprehensive
plans (2014 update).

2.4.

Pursue community outreach to inform local residents about growth associated with the
military, and solicit feedback on potential impacts on their neighborhoods. (Responding to
change will be easier if residents have ownership in the process/discussion.)

2.5.

Encourage cooperative planning efforts between JBLM and surrounding jurisdictions with
regard to major on‐base developments, such as the planned Freedom’s Crossing lifestyle
center.

2.6.

Identify JBLM staff to participate in PSRC and TRPC standing committees.

2.7.

Identify JBLM staff representation on the Pierce County and Thurston County Growth
Management Coordination Committees.

3. Direct Military Growth to Higher Density Areas
There is a need to direct and incentivize military‐related growth to urban centers and infill areas where
options exist for increased density, well‐designed buildings and streets, diversity of live‐work‐shop‐and
play activities, and public transit.
Potential Opportunities and Strategies
Recent master planning and subarea planning processes have advanced sustainable development
practices and organized, compact developments with neighborhood amenities such as parks, trails, and
commercial services. As military growth pressures continue within the study area, there is an
opportunity to develop additional subarea and/or master plans in communities that will absorb
significant military growth (e.g. Lacey, Lakewood, and Tacoma). These market‐based planning efforts
should consolidate properties where possible to enhance environmental protection and design flexibility
and to address the needs of today’s military families. Housing products should accommodate both local
and military family demographics, ride‐share programs for commuting spouses, neighborhood‐scale
services to reduce trips, and targeted amenities.
Potential strategies to consider that may support sustainable infill development that reaches beyond the
study area include:
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3.1.

3.2.
3.3.

Join with state organizations and advocates (e.g., Futurewise, APA WA, and AWC) to change
state laws that provide loopholes for higher density development (“six packs”) in
unincorporated rural county lands.
Promote consistency between county and city policies for rural and urban densities in the
respective jurisdictions and guidance of growth to urban areas.
Identify specific geographies in areas most heavily impacted by military growth where
additional subarea planning or planning studies could further guide military‐related growth
to areas planned for sustainable development.

4. Land Use Compatibility with JBLM Operations
Land use compatibility is a growing concern among stakeholders. Base operational and physical changes,
as well as regional growth, have created the need to re‐evaluate land use compatibility surrounding the
base. Development standards for residential and other sensitive lands adjacent to the base need further
assessment to ensure that land use conflicts are avoided, as well as to determine whether new
definitions and modified standards need to be established by local jurisdictions.
Potential Opportunities and Strategies
4.1.

Conduct a Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) with surrounding jurisdictions and JBLM to improve
land use compatibility around and related to the base and its range and airfield operations.

4.2.

Specifically define land use compatibility / incompatibility for the different types of JBLM
operations.

4.3.

Identify locations of potential future land use incompatibility around JBLM.

4.4.

Draft a “Military Lands Compatible Use” issue paper and forward to local jurisdictions for
use during local comprehensive plan updates.

4.5.

Identify funding sources for property acquisition in the Clear Zone.

5. Prairie Lands Preservation Related to JBLM Encroachment
As mentioned previously in this memo, development pressure is one of the leading causes of the loss of
prairie land habitat in the region. If future growth in the region as a result of JBLM operations or natural
migration to the area continues to impact prairie habitat, stakeholders are concerned that several rare
and sensitive plant and wildlife species that depend on prairie habitats could be federally listed under
the Endangered Species Act to protect them. The listing of a threatened plant or wildlife species would
mandate land use provisions that could inhibit JBLM operations to ensure that these species survive.
The distribution of endangered species and the presence of cultural resources can result in training
restrictions affecting military readiness as a result of encroachment.
Potential Opportunities and Strategies
5.1.

Conduct a JLUS with surrounding jurisdictions and JBLM to reduce environmental
encroachment related to the development of prairie lands.
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5.2.

Enhance JBLM collaboration with regional stakeholders to restore remaining prairie lands in
the region and avoid the federal listing of the four candidate species that could affect JBLM
operations.

SUMMARY OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The following matrix summarizes the land use policy needs and opportunities identified to date. It is
assumed that these will evolve over the course of the coming months after additional conversation with
Land Use Policy Expert Panel, the GCC, and RSC stakeholders.
Need
1 Coordination
among local,
regional, and military
planners

Opportunity
Establish new
leadership and
regional vision

2 Consistently
recognize JBLM as a
center of regional
significance

Capitalize on JBLM
as a regional
economic
attraction

3 Direct military

Sustainable
community
development

growth to higher
density areas
4 Land use
compatibility with
JBLM operations

Higher quality of
life for those living
or working near
JBLM; remove
obstacles to JBLM
training needs

5 Prairie lands

Recovery of
prairie‐dependent
species in the
region

preservation to
reduce
environmental
encroachment

Draft Potential Strategies
1. Create information sharing agreement
2. Create a MOU to establish joint planning roles and responsibilities
3. Identify JBLM staff as contacts for local policy determinations
4. Develop policies to assist funding partnerships
5. Hold annual forums
6. Identify JBLM staff contact for local planning requests
7. Explore methods for temporary municipal revenue sharing
8. Monitor housing and levels of services related to surges
1. Include JBLM growth in TRPC and PSRC growth strategies
2. Incorporate text and policies related to military operations in
comp plans, develop recommendations for countywide planning
policies
3. Develop policy recommendations for local comprehensive plan
related to military compatibility
4. Community outreach to inform local residents of JBLM impacts
5. Cooperative planning to identify and mitigate off‐base impacts of
on‐base development
6. Identify JBLM staff for PSRC and TRPC standing committees
7. Identify JBLM staff to sit on Pierce and Thurston Counties Growth
Management Coordination Committees
1. Advocate for removing “six pack” water permit exemptions
2. Promote consistent policies regarding growth in the rural and
urban areas
3. Identify areas in high‐impacted areas for additional planning study
1. Conduct a JLUS to improve compatibility
2. Define land use compatibility and incompatibility for different
types of JBLM operations
3. Identify locations of potential future land use incompatibility
around JBLM
4. Draft a “Military Lands Compatible Use” issue paper for use during
comprehensive plan updates
5. Identify funding sources for property acquisition in the Clear Zone.
1. Conduct a JLUS to address environmental encroachment issues
2. Collaborate with regional partners to restore prairie land habitat
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IMPLEMENTATION
Two funding sources have been preliminary targeted to address some of the strategies identified above.
Office of Economic Adjustment
The U.S. Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) provides grant funding for
military bases and surrounding communities that have a proven need for a JLUS to improve land use
compatibility and to address encroachment issues. A JLUS is a cooperative land use planning effort
between an active military installation and the surrounding community, designed to promote
community growth and development that is compatible with an installation’s training and operational
missions. JLUS grants are initiated when a military installation requests a nomination through their
chain of command (usually when the military department issues a data call to the installations seeking
nominations), and each military department provides a list of nominations for the forthcoming fiscal
year to OEA. For JBLM, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations & Housing) would need
to nominate the base for the program. OEA would then assign a Project Manager to evaluate the
nomination, confirm the need for a JLUS, and confirm the installation leadership’s continued interest in
pursuing a JLUS. If the need is demonstrated and the installation leadership continues to be interested,
the OEA Project Manager would work with the local community to identify a local sponsor, organize
across jurisdictions and stakeholders, prepare a scope of work and grant application, and then apply for
assistance from OEA.
To confirm the need for and allow Federal resources to be applied to a JLUS, the OEA Director, based
upon the evaluation by the OEA Project Manager, must make a finding that encroachment by the civilian
communities around the installation is likely to impair the continued operational utility of the
installation. Examples of existing and potential future land use conflicts that may affect the long term
ability of the installation to accomplish its mission include planned multi‐family residential development
in a high noise area, construction of tall structures (wind turbines, cell phone towers) in a low‐level
military training route, or something not quite so obvious, like competition for frequency spectrum.
JLUS costs generally range from approximately $100,000 to $500,000, and require a 10% non‐federal
contribution. The timeline to complete a JLUS is approximately 18‐months to three years (from
nomination to study completion), depending on a variety of factors (number of participating
jurisdictions and stakeholders, size of installation, “readiness” of community to move forward with the
planning process, etc).
JLUS should be informed by current Air Installation Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ) and/or Integrated
Environmental Noise Management Plan (IENMP) data, Environmental Impact Studies, and other
information provided by the military installation. If there has been a significant change to the mission,
aircraft mix and tempo since the AICUZ was updated, for example, OEA may require that such data be
updated by the military department before supporting a JLUS.
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U.S. Housing and Urban Development
The second mechanism is through the U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD), which is jointly
administrating a Sustainable Communities Initiative (SCI) and providing Sustainable Communities
Planning Grants with the U.S. Department of Transportation and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
HUD is currently assessing interest in the program and will release funding details and grant criteria later
this summer. The Expert Panel should watch this program closely as potential opportunities develop to
implement land use recommendations stemming from the JBLM Growth Coordination Plan. Funding
requirements and availability of this program, as well as others, will also be researched in the next phase
of work.
NEXT STEPS
AECOM will meet with the expert panel to discuss the needs, opportunities, and strategies addressed in
this memo. The expert panel will provide feedback regarding the accuracy and additional input and will
prioritize needs in order of importance
Subsequently, AECOM will update the Needs Assessment Technical Memo based on feedback from the
expert panel and for use in the draft Growth Coordination Plan.
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RANKING WORKSHEET - DRAFT LAND USE STRATEGIES
Land Use Expert Panel Edits and Final Ranks
JLBM Growth Coordination Plan
Need

Opportunity

Potential Strategies

1. Coordination
among local,
regional, and
military planners

Establish new
leadership and regional
vision

1. Create information sharing agreement

Need

Benefit

2. Create a MOU to establish joint planning roles
and responsibilities
3. Identify JBLM staff as contacts for local policy
determinations

Level of
Effort

Estimated Cost

Partners / Funding Source

Minimal

JBLM Regional Steering Committee / DoD Office
of Economic Adjustment funding
JBLM Regional Steering Committee / DoD Office
of Economic Adjustment funding
JBLM – Nate Harber, Steve Perrenot, Director of
Public Works? Gaylord Higa, Deputy

Short or Long-Term
Need

McChord AFB Civil Engineer?
4. Identify JBLM staff contact for local planning
requests

JBLM – Nate Harber, Steve Perrenot, Director of
Public Works? Gaylord Higa, Deputy

McChord AFB Civil Engineer?

2. Consistently
recognize JBLM as a
center of regional
significance

3. Direct military
growth to higher
density areas

Capitalize on JBLM as a
regional economic
attraction

Sustainable community
development

5. Identify JBLM staff for appropriate regional
and local growth management standing
committees

JBLM – Nate Harber, Steve Perrenot, Director of
Public Works? Gaylord Higa, Deputy

McChord AFB Civil Engineer?

1. Include JBLM growth in TRPC and PSRC growth
strategies

Coordinated JBLM, TRPC, and PSRC efforts.
Lead?

2. Incorporate text and policies related to military
operations in comp plans, develop
recommendations for countywide planning
policies
3. Develop policy recommendations for local
comprehensive plan related to military
compatibility
4. Community outreach to inform local residents
of JBLM impacts
5. Cooperative planning to identify and mitigate
off-base impacts of on-base development
6. Develop policies to assist funding partnerships

JBLM and local jurisdictions - Could be part of a
JLUS scope of work / OEA funded

JBLM and local jurisdictions - Could be part of a
JLUS scope of work / OEA funded
JBLM Regional Steering Committee lead – local
jurisdictions implement
JBLM and local jurisdictions - Could be part of a
JLUS scope of work / OEA funded
JBLM and local jurisdictions - Could be part of a
JLUS scope of work / OEA funded
Ecology, Futurewise, JBLM Regional Steering
Committee support; Needs further study of
subject matter according to Utilities Needs
memo
PSRC and TRPC leads

1. Highlight loophole relating to “six pack” water
permit exemptions to local jurisdictions and
inform of unintended results.
2. Promote consistent policies regarding growth
in the rural and urban areas
3. Identify high-impacted areas with TOD
potential for heightened planning:
• Tacoma Dome Area
• South Tacoma Station area
• South Tacoma Way Corridor (Lakewood)
• Lakewood Towne Center
• DuPont – TBD
• Lacey Woodland District
• Lacey Hawks Prairie

Local jurisdiction leads, associated transit
agencies
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RANKING WORKSHEET - DRAFT LAND USE STRATEGIES
Land Use Expert Panel Edits and Final Ranks
JLBM Growth Coordination Plan
Need

Opportunity

Potential Strategies

4. Land use

Higher quality of life
for those living or
working near JBLM;
remove obstacles to
JBLM training needs

1. Conduct a JLUS to improve compatibility
2. Define land use compatibility and
incompatibility for different types of JBLM
operations
3. Identify locations of potential future land use
incompatibility around JBLM
4. Draft a “Military Lands Compatible Use” issue
paper for use during comprehensive plan updates
5. Identify funding sources for property
acquisition in the Clear Zone.
1. Conduct a JLUS to address environmental
encroachment issues

compatibility with
JBLM operations

5. Prairie lands

preservation to
reduce
environmental
encroachment

Recovery of prairiedependent species in
the region

Need

Benefit

Level of
Effort

Estimated Cost

Partners / Funding Source

Short or Long-Term
Need

JBLM nomination – Nate Harber, others?
JBLM to issue definitions to fulfill RCW
36.75.530
These leads would be defined in the JLUS scope
of work

JBLM nomination – Nate Harber, others?

2. Collaborate with regional partners to restore
prairie land habitat

Ongoing efforts
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Meeting Minutes

Date:

February 12, 2010

To:

JBLM Growth Coordination – Plans & Policies Expert Panelists

From: Nancy Bird
Subject: 2/12/2010 Plans & Policies Expert Panel Meeting 2 Summary / Actions Items

Call Attendees:
1. Rick Walk, Director of Community Development, City of Lacey*
2. Dan Cardwell, Pierce County Planning & Land Services*
3. Deborah Johnson, Senior Planner, City of Lakewood
4. Bill Kingman, Senior Planner, City of DuPont
5. Connie Lee, Fort Lewis Plans Analysis and Integration
6. Tom Tolman, Community Planner, Fort Lewis Directorate of Public Works
7. Nathan Harber, Architect, Fort Lewis Directorate of Public Works
8. Paul Loveless, Town Administrator, Town of Steilacoom
9. Ian Munce, Planning Division, City of Tacoma
10. Olivia Robinson, Regional Affairs Coordinator, PSRC
11. Nancy Bird, AECOM Technical Lead and Call Facilitator
* GCC Representatives
Absent:
1. Grant Beck, Community Development Director, City of Yelm
2. Jeff Boers, City Planner, City of Roy
3. Vince Bozick, Planning & Programming, JBLM (Air Force CES)
4. Sean Gaffney, Advance Planning Division Manager, Pierce County Planning & Land Services
5. Kathy McCormick, Senior Planner, TRPC

OVERVIEW
•
•

•
•

Dan Cardwell as the 2nd Growth Coordination Committee (GCC) rep. and Tom Tolman
and Nathan Harber of JBLM DPW as new experts on the panel were introduced.
Work to date by AECOM involved collection of plans, solidifying the panel participation,
developing the website collaborative, and preparing a draft study outline and evaluation
measures.
New plans were identified for inclusion: PSRC’s 2040 Transportation Plan, the JBLM
Master Plan, and the Nisqually Wildlife Refuge Plan.
Panelists commented on the Draft Study Outline and Draft Criteria for Evaluation Plans
& Policies on the call (see attachments). A summary of these comments follows.
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REVIEW OF STUDY OUTLINE
•

•
•

•
•

Suggested revisions to “purpose” to address the characteristics of development, existing
uses, and activities (i.e. setbacks). It was suggested the development pattern won’t
change, but site development characteristics could be addressed.
Add sustainability as a planning principle
Methodology – Discussion on the capacity of land use to accommodate projected
growth could be an issue for some, but not all jurisdictions. The methodology for
determining capacity could be targeted to the areas where capacity and land use type is
a known issue as a result of population and employment projections that will be
released by RKG late spring (May).
Need to consider the jobs housing balance by understanding what kind of jobs JBLM and
their commercial center may have.
The Summary of Planning Conditions and “gaps” should consider planning initiatives in
progress but not yet adopted as a framework to support potential issue areas and
compliment future work that needs to be done.

COMMENTS ON EVALUATION CRITERIA
•
•
•
•
•

Community Resiliency will be difficult to address in the plans and policy study alone
Be careful not to suggest that the study should recommend disincentivizing
development in County areas since existing communities already exist
The principle of walkable neighborhoods and image are mismatched. Image should not
be part of this scope as it is written and the segment needs to be revised.
Consistency as a planning principle and objective for this study should be not be a focus
and we should consider eliminating this item
Community and JBLM collaboration will be addressed at the GCC rather than in Plans &
Policies, although feedback is always welcome.

ACTION ITEMS IDENTIFIED THROUGH MEETING DISCUSSION
Nancy Bird

•
•
•
•

Revise Outline based on discussion and resubmit to the group for review
Revise Draft Criteria for Evaluation Plans & Policies and submit to the group by Monday,
2/15/2010.
Send out meeting summary
Identify future meeting date
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All Panelists

•
•
•

Submit “critique” of policy and code issues by filling in the revised Draft Criteria for
Plans & Policies worksheet by Wednesday 2/24/2010 to Nancy Bird
Encourage input from others on the above endeavor
Report to your supervisor’s and councils the activities taking place on the JBLM Growth
Coordination Plan to keep them apprised of progress

JBLM (Connie Lee / Tom Tolman)

•
•

Provide the JBLM Master Plan for Plans & Policy study consideration to Nancy Bird
Provide GIS land use data to Nancy for Plans & Policy study analysis to Nancy Bird

NEXT MEETINGS
•

Next Plans & Policies Expert Panel Meeting = TBD (likely a review of existing conditions will be
needed March)

•

GCC Meeting = Dan Cardwell and Rick Walk to participate (others invited to sit‐in) on
Friday, February 26, 2010 at 9am at the DuPont City Hall
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Attachment 1
DRAFT Plans & Policies Outline
I.

INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY
A. Purpose
i. Identify potential land use patterns that could emerge as a result of JBLM
growth.
ii. Determine whether the region has the best available policy and regulatory tools
available to manage emerging development patterns, determined through a
Quality Growth Audit.
B. Planning Principles
i. COMMUNITY RESILIENCY – Ensure that communities are capable of responding
to change associated with JBLM population and employment fluctuations.
ii. ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY AND JBLM COLLABORATION – The success of all
planning efforts depend on a predictable flow of communication between all
jurisdictions, including data sharing, established and consistent processes that
can withstand changes in staffing and leadership.
iii. STRENGTHEN AND DIRECT DEVELOPMENT TOWARDS EXISTING COMMUNITIES –
This principle is aimed at providing improved development incentives and
removing disincentives for future population and employment growth.
iv. FOSTER DISTINCTIVE, ATTRACTIVE COMMUNITIES WITH A STRONG SENSE OF
PLACE AND WALKABLE NEIGHBORHOODS – The panelists felt that image
problems plague areas of the South Sound and deter infill development in
existing communities.
v. ENSURE CONSISTENT PLANNING STANDARDS – Strive to improve policy
consistency in the region’s planning documents.
C. Methodology
i. Quality Growth Audit / Evaluation Criteria – [group discussion]
ii. Identifying Potential Land Use Trends – [group discussion]

II.

EXISTING PLANNING CONDITIONS
A. Overview
B. Existing Land Use Policy Direction
i. JBLM Plans
ii. Regional Plans
iii. County Plans and Policies
iv. City and Town Plans
C. Existing Zoning Code Direction
i. County Codes
ii. City and Town Codes
D. Summary of Planning Conditions
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III.

QUALITY GROWTH AUDIT / NEEDS ASSESSMENT
A. Evaluation Criteria
B. Quality Growth Audit – Plans
i. Data / Planning Gaps
C. Quality Growth Audit – Codes
i. Data / Planning Gaps
D. Quality Growth Audit – Land Use Trends
i. Data / Planning Gaps

IV.

KEY FINDINGS
A. Resiliency
B. Regional Planning
C. Land Use Pattern
D. Place Making
E. Land Use Compatibility Consistency

V.

RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Overview
B. Implementation Table
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Attachment 2
DRAFT CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING PLANS & POLICIES
Targeted Study Principles:
[Identified at 1/22/2010 Kick‐Off]
1. COMMUNITY RESILIENCY
2. DIRECT DEVELOPMENT TOWARDS EXISTING COMMUNITIES
3. DISTINCTIVE, ATTRACTIVE COMMUNITIES WITH A STRONG SENSE OF PLACE AND WALKABLE
NEIGHBORHOODS
4. CONSISTENT PLANNING STANDARDS
5. STRONG COMMUNITY AND JBLM COLLABORATION

Draft Questions/Criteria for Evaluating Plans & Policies:
COMMUNITY RESILIENCY
1. How do we ensure that communities are capable of responding to change associated with JBLM
population and employment fluctuations? Key indicators:
a. _____
b. _____
c. _____
STRENGTHEN AND DIRECT DEVELOPMENT TOWARDS EXISTING COMMUNITIES
2. How do we improve development incentives for cities and disincentivize development in county
lands?
a. _____
b. _____
c. _____
FOSTER DISTINCTIVE, ATTRACTIVE COMMUNITIES WITH A STRONG SENSE OF PLACE AND
WALKABLE NEIGHBORHOODS
3. The panelists felt that image problems plague areas of the South Sound and deter infill
development in existing communities. What changes to policy or code could assist with image?
Or do we develop more programs?
a. _____
b. _____
c. _____
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ENSURE CONSISTENT PLANNING STANDARDS
4. Where do you see policy inconsistencies in the region’s planning platforms?
a. _____
b. _____
c. _____

ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY AND JBLM COLLABORATION
5. What suggestions do you have for improved organizational collaborations?
a. _____
b. _____
c. _____
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Date:

May 7, 2010

To:

JBLM Growth Coordination – Plans & Policies Expert Panelists

From: Nancy Bird
Subject: May 7, 2010 Plans & Policies Expert Panel Meeting Summary No. 3 / Actions Items

Call Attendees:
1. Rick Walk, Director of Community Development, City of Lacey*
2. Dan Cardwell, Pierce County Planning & Land Services*
3. Vince Bozick, Planning & Programming, JBLM (Air Force CES)
4. Connie Lee, Fort Lewis Plans Analysis and Integration
5. Kathy McCormick, Senior Planner, TRPC
6. Tom Tolman, Community Planner, Fort Lewis Directorate of Public Works
7. Mark Simonson, PSRC
8. Carol Naito, PSRC
9. Tiffany Spier, Master Builders Association of Pierce County
10. Nancy Bird, AECOM Technical Lead and Call Facilitator
* GCC Representatives
Absent:
1. Grant Beck, Community Development Director, City of Yelm
2. Nathan Harber, Architect, Fort Lewis Directorate of Public Works
3. Deborah Johnson, Senior Planner, City of Lakewood
4. Bill Kingman, Senior Planner, City of DuPont
5. Paul Loveless, Town Administrator, Town of Steilacoom
6. Ian Munce, Planning Division, City of Tacoma
7. Olivia Robinson, Regional Affairs Coordinator, PSRC
8. Jeff Boers, City Planner, City of Roy
9. Sean Gaffney, Advance Planning Division Manager, Pierce County Planning & Land Services

OVERVIEW
•

•

Nancy Bird reminded the Expert Panel members of their purpose on the JBLM Growth
Coordination planning process:
o 1. Assess policy and regulatory tools for managing growth;
o 2. Address potential land use conflicts; and
o 3. Identify potential land use capacity issues.
Tiffany Spier (MBA), Mark Simonson (PSRC), and Carol Naito (PSRC) were welcomed as
new voices on the expert panel.
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•

•
•
•

Major findings of the existing conditions work revealed that the majority of the growth
related to Joint Base Lewis‐McChord (JBLM) has occurred, although much of the impact
has not been felt due to deployments. Approximately 17,000 soldiers are anticipated to
return at the end of the summer. An additional 670 to 2,000 troops are anticipated over
the next five years.
As a result, the study focus has shifted to address current needs in addition to
anticipated future needs.
Currently, RKG is modeling this growth through 2030 and trying also to provide data on
population impacts from 2003 ‐ 2010.
Mark Simonson suggested that this expert panel also review the draft projections as
they are released from RKG.

COMMENTS ON POSTED EXISTING CONDITIONS MEMOS AND REPORTS
•

•

•
•

•

The discussion of the appropriate name for this expert panel emerged from a comment
from the Growth Coordination Committee (GCC) at the April 9th meeting. The Expert
Panel discussed the pros and cons of changing it, and seemed to feel that
accommodating the GCC’s request to make the study focus (land use) more clear was
appropriate. As a result, this panel’s name will be changed to “Land Use” from now on.
Expert Panel comments on the preliminary opportunities identified in the April 7, 2010
Existing Conditions Summary suggested that the consultant team needed to ensure that
the opportunities are tied back to support the findings. This especially pertains to #1 in
the April 7, 2010 Summary (market justification for residential subdivisions), which
appears to have very little support. It was reported that the revised April 14, 2010
version of the Existing Conditions Summary deleted this and other overlapping
opportunities to respond to similar comments.
It was noted that Thurston County suggested the study address the work they and JBLM
have jointly conducted on prairie lands preservation.
It was noted that Thurston County also reported that the existing Woodland Estates
subdivision in Lacey could handle future growth is it was sewered. Rick Walk will
discuss this issue with Scott Clark, Director of Planning at Thurston County, to
understand the context. This might be something that is included in the Utilities study
for follow‐up.
At the Regional Steering Committee (RSC) Meeting, Deputy Executive of Pierce County
Kevin Phelps reported that land use capacity for housing may be short in as little as two
years out. Because the context of his comment at the RSC Meeting was not clear, Dan
Cardwell will follow‐up to ensure that our study accurately reports on capacity issues.
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COMMENTS ON PRELIMINARY NEEDS ASSESSMENT
•

•
•
•
•

•

Need number 1 – reword to add “capitalize on subarea and master planning to further
guide predictable and sustainable growth.” It should be clear that no new processes are
needed, rather more subarea and master plans need to be funded.
Add a need that clearly identifies the need for additional coordination between local,
regional, and military planners to ensure policy consistency and compatibility.
Add a need to recognize JBLM as a center of regional significance (as it pertains to
VISION 2040 – PSRC’s long‐range growth management strategy.)
Research whether unincorporated Pierce County land use capacity is sufficient or
needed to meet existing and future growth related to JBLM.
A Joint Land Use Study (JLUS) with JBLM and surrounding jurisdictions could be one
method of addressing policy consistency and land use compatibility concerns in the
region. It could provide an in‐depth study of specific geographies and a coordinated
process for improving consistency and compatibility in the JBLM region.
The “needs” identified should be clearly associated with JBLM growth.

IMPLEMENTATION
•
•

A JLUS could be funded by OEA. However, the parameters of a JLUS and criteria for
funding one needs to be better understood. Nancy Bird will follow up.
U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is jointly administrating a Sustainable
Communities Planning program with the U.S. Department of Transportation and U.S.
Environmental Protection Administration. HUD is currently assessing interest in the
program and will release funding details and grant amounts later this summer. This
panel should watch this program closely as a potential opportunity to help implement
land use recommendations stemming from this plan.

ACTION ITEMS IDENTIFIED THROUGH MEETING DISCUSSION
Nancy Bird

•
•
•
•
•

Incorporate expert panel feedback in the needs assessment.
Check on the requirements of an OEA funded JLUS and its parameters.
Send out draft strategies (collected from the February 2010 policy evaluations) for
addressing needs.
Send out draft projections for expert panel review.
Send out meeting summary.
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Dan Cardwell

•

Follow‐up on Pierce County buildable lands capacity.

Rick Walk

•

Follow‐up with Scott Clark, Planning Director for Thurston County, on utilities service to
the Woodland Estates subdivision in Lacey and its infrastructure needs related to JBLM
growth.

All Panelists

•
•
•

Review draft strategies.
Look for implementation opportunities.
Report to your supervisors / councils the activities taking place on the JBLM Growth
Coordination Plan to keep them informed of our progress.

NEXT MEETING
•

Growth Coordination Committee Meeting = Dan Cardwell and Rick Walk to participate
(others invited to sit‐in) on Friday, June 4, 2010 at 9am at the Lacey City Hall.
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Attachments
May 7, 2010 Meeting Materials Reviewed
REMINDER OF PLANS & POLICIES STUDY PURPOSE:
The purpose of the Plans & Policies (P&P) study of the Joint Base Lewis McChord (JBLM) Growth
Coordination Plan is to assess the impact of expected population and employment growth on the
region’s development characteristics and land use. Specifically, the study will:
1. Assess whether the region has the best available policy and regulatory tools to manage the
site characteristics and activities associated with development that occurs as a result of JBLM
growth;
2. Address potential land use conflicts that could emerge as a result of JBLM growth by assessing
the compatibility of land uses adjacent to JBLM; and
3. Identify potential land use capacity issues that may exist due to lack of accurate planning data.

SUMMARY OF PLANNING CONDITIONS IN THE FIRST TECHNICAL MEMO:
•

Adequate Policy and Regulatory Tools: The GMA provides a strong foundation for smart growth
planning in the vicinity of JBLM. Comprehensive plans and zoning codes are in place at the county
and city levels to guide new development into existing areas planned for urban growth. Recent
master planning and subarea planning processes have advanced sustainable development practices
and organized, compact developments with neighborhood amenities such as parks, trails, and
commercial services. Many of these communities, including JBLM itself, have design guidelines that
are intended to provide a predictable development process for specific areas. At the same time,
stakeholders agree that regional/local policy consistency needs constant attention, and more
subarea planning processes are needed to further guide predictable and sustainable growth.

•

Lack of Coordination in Local and JBLM Planning Efforts: Although they are statutorily consistent,
there is a disconnect in local community and military planning efforts. The absence of a
structure/process to incorporate accurate military population and employment data in local plans
threatens the proper servicing of vital community infrastructure in the region.

•

Land Use Compatibility Concerns: Land use compatibility is a growing concern among stakeholders.
Development standards for residential and other sensitive lands adjacent to the JBLM need further
assessment to ensure that land use conflicts are being avoided and to determine whether new
definitions and modified standards need to be established by local jurisdictions.

•

Land Use Capacity Available but with Visible Limitations: Stakeholders have indicated that land use
capacity in the region is likely not at issue. Instead, the pace of reaching planned capacity at the 20‐
year horizon may have accelerated. Addressing this issue is complicated by the various obstacles
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related to guiding growth to areas with planned capacity. Directing infill and new growth to urban
areas as intended by GMA is met with numerous obstacles, such as market challenges, lack of
walkable services and amenities in some existing urban areas, congested commuting patterns, and
complicated legal and utilities provisions related to water rights (to name a few).
KEY COMMENTS FROM GROWTH COORDINATION AND REGIONAL STEERING COMMITTEES:
•

Consider renaming the topic “Land Use” over “Plans and Policies”; this analysis seems to be
exclusive to land use (e.g., comprehensive plans and the two regional plans), not covering other
plans & policies (e.g., transportation, capital facilities, etc.).

•

Terminology in the analysis should be consistent and descriptive, such as “unplanned areas.”

•

Be careful when evaluating policy consistency with GMA and make sure such findings
are well supported.

•

Encroachment and land use compatibility issues are a significant concern. A Joint Land Use Study
(JLUS) could be one of the recommendations in the Growth Coordination Plan to address this
concern. With the upcoming round of the next BRAC decisions (starting in 2015), the
stakeholders should proactively resolve any encroachment‐related issues.

•

Many of the land uses issues discussed are summarized under other topics, as the issues are
interrelated.

•

There was a general discomfort with the early suggestions for policy modifications in the
4.5.2010 Draft Existing Conditions Summary that were tied to the housing study. They
need more stakeholder input and support.

•

Thurston County suggested we incorporate information related to prairie lands
conservation south of JBLM and a need for sewer extensions in the existing Woodland?
subdivision of Lacey (partially funded).

NEEDS IDENTIFIED TO DATE:

1. Regional/local policy consistency needs constant attention, and more subarea planning
processes are needed to further guide predictable and sustainable growth.
2. A structure/process to incorporate accurate military population and employment data
and related information in local plans is needed to ensure the proper servicing of vital
community infrastructure in the region. (Resiliency!)
3. Development standards for residential and other sensitive lands adjacent to the JBLM
need further assessment to ensure that land use conflicts are being avoided and to
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determine whether new definitions and modified standards need to be established by
local jurisdictions.
4. Because the majority of military growth is already here, land use capacity to support
growth is adequate. [Confirm with Pierce County.]
5. Others?

POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION OPPORTUNITIES:
Funding

1. Department of Defense Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) – Joint Land Use Study.
2. U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) – Sustainable Communities Planning Grant
Program (Express interest by May 14, 2010, June details are released, applications due 6
months after.)
3. American Recovery and Reinvestment Act program
4. Traditional means
5. Others?
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